2017 Indiana County Fair
Open Antique Tractor Pulling Contest
Contest open to the following makes and model manufactured
BEFORE 1960. This also includes models that started production
before 1960 and were manufactured after 1960.
ALLIS CHALMERS - D15, D17, D19 or any older model
CASE - 600, 700, 800 or any older model
COCKSHUTT - Any Model
FERGUSON - Any Model
FORD - 681, 881, or any older model
INTERNATIONAL - 340, 460, 560, or any older model
JOHN DEERE - TWO Cylinder Tractor Only
MASSEY FERGUSON - 30, 50, 65, 85, or any older model
MASSEY HARRIS - Any Model
MINNEAPOLIS-MOLINE - 4 Star, 5 Star, or any older model
OLIVER - 660, 770, 880, 990, or any older model
SILVER KING - Any Model
$10.00 Hook Fee Per Class
Weight Classes:
3,500 - 4,500 - 5,500 - 6,500 - 7,500 - 8,500 - 9,500
Tractors May Not Pull In Both Antique And Open Classes
Announcements made the day of the pull will take precedence over
written rules.
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The tractor and engine must be from the same manufacturer.
Helmet, fire jacket, and leather shoes are REQUIRED.
No turbo charges permitted.
Fire extinguisher is REQUIRED
Does not need a working PTO.
May or many not pull from stock draw bar.
Wheelie bars REQUIRED
No tire chains permitted. No dual wheels permitted.
Tractor may be equipped with any pump.
Weight includes the driver. No weight or driver change after weigh-

in.
11. All weight must be securely fastened. Losing any weights while
pulling will result in disqualification.
12. Draw bar height maximum 18” from ground in ALL classes.
13. Draw bar may NOT be less than 18” from center of axle, not more
than 1” in thickness and must have a 3” diameter opening. Pulling point
may not be more than 1 1/2” from back edge of hitching device.
14. No tampering of hydraulic control of draw bar while pulling
15. Judges have the right to stop contestant's tractor if the tractor is
being operated in an unsafe manner.
16. All minors must have written consent of parent or guardian to enter
contest.
17. Tractors may be rechecked after pull is made if there is any question
of rule violation.
18. Contest winners are decided by total distance pulled.
19. All weight must be securely fastened. Losing any weights while
pulling will result in disqualification.
20. Operators must remain seated during the pull, and must have
complete control of tractor at all times.
21. Only two adults (1 driver, 1 helper) allowed in pits with each tractor
entered. No exceptions.
22. Tractors may pull in two weight classes, but only once in each class.
23. Trophies will be given to the winner of each class.
24. Premiums: 1st - $50.00 2nd - $35.00 3rd - $20.00

